
Pointix Folders
Pointix Folders are floating utilities that hold a collection of shorcuts to your most frequently used system 
objects.

There are five Pointix Folders

Favorite Shortcuts Shortcuts to the most used objects (applications, documents, folders, etc. etc.)

System Shortcuts Idem, for objects tha related to your system (control panel, printers, utilities, 
property pages, etc. etc.)

Start Menu Programs This folder shows the shortcuts you have configured in the Windows 95 Start 
Menu. The changes you make on this folder are reflected on the system’s menu.

Desktop Shortcuts It shows the desktop shortcuts, without minimizing any window.

Recent Documents An alternative view of the Windows 95 folder.

Click on the various areas of the following figure to learn more about Pointix Folders.

There are three ways to create a new shortcut on a Pointix folder:

1) Using the folder’s “Create New Shortcut” function, by browsing your disk directories.
2) Copying a file, folder or shortcut and pasting it inside the desired folder.



3) Using the Pointix Pathfinder's context menu (right clicking on the files pane)



Folder Buttons



Open Pointix Pathfinder.



Create a new shortcut by browsing your files.
(You can also copy and paste any file or folder
to create a shortcut in a Pointix folder).



Refresh: update the folder’s view.
Use it when you have made some changes 
from outside from Pointix.



Change View: Cycles through 
the alternative views.



Folder shortcuts. These icons can point 
to any system object that can be represented 
by a Windows 95 shortcut.
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